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WHY DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN WATER 
SECTOR?
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The Power of Digital 

Digital has the power to help water and wastewater 
utilities engage customers more closely than ever before, 
save billions through operational efficiencies, improve 
service levels and reliability, and extend the life of ageing 
assets

Beyond this, we believe digital has the potential to 
fundamentally shift the utility model as we know it today
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While digital solutions have the power to optimize today’s operations…

Automatically alert your 

customers within minutes of a 

leak or a major repair and keep 

them in the know till resolution

Use low cost smart sensors 

and machine learning to 

improve remote asset 

maintenance

Better engage customers
Deliver operational 
efficiencies

Improve service levels and 
regulatory outputs

Inform asset management

Digital Water

Feed condition assessment 

information from robot devices 

into a predictive risk model to 

reduce replacement capex 

+

+

++
Prevent sewage overflow 

events via integration of live 

weather data and sensor data 

analysis from local water 

resources
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Shift from a centralised, reactive system, to a decentralised, proactively 
managed system?

Extend your insight and control across the water ecosystem, from water 
sources to smart homes?

Create a digital double, deploying machine learning to mine live data from 
an army of sensors, run real time simulations and automatically control 
operations?

Have stakeholders, politicians and regulators view water as more 
advanced than energy?

Provide the backbone for smart city solutions?

Make water utilities attractive for top talent?

Greatly reduce your energy demand and help break the water-energy 
nexus?

Utilize drones and robotics to survey remote assets, fixing issues

…what if digital could also redesign the traditional utility model?
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS
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Utilities from around the world agree that digital is a very high priority

Amane interviewed 123 utilities, technology vendors and investors around the world

We firmly believe that digital solutions is the way 
forward for our utility. Hence, we are not just 

following the digital technology developments. We 
are pushing the development also.

“

”

Quantitative survey with n=81 utilities globally

In-depth interviews with 21 utilities and 21 non-utilities (technology vendors, 
investors) globally

Our [Digital strategy] is paying off – stuff is 
working and in every case we have exceeded 

our goal.

“
”

“Adopting digital technology solutions is 
a very high priority at our utility”

90%
% strongly + somewhat agree

“The impact of the digital solutions we have 
implemented have either met or exceeded our 
ROI expectations”

63%
% strongly + somewhat agree
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Utilities believe digital solutions can bring great benefits 
in improving service reliability

BENEFITS OF DIGITAL SOLUTIONS TO UTILITIES

51%

47%

46%

38%

33%

Prevent issues and improve service reliability

Digital survey by
Where can digital solutions bring the greatest value to utilities?

N=81 

Allow real time event management, e.g. of 
stormwater, pipe break

Extend lifetime of assets, e.g. pipes, pumps etc

Improve customer experience

Reduce non-labor costs

Reduce labor costs

Reduce non-revenue water

Improve the perception 
of the utility to the 
mayor

32%

28%

22%

% among top 3

”

“ Smart network is not about reporting 
a burst when it occurs - it is about 
doing the repair before the burst 

occurs. Most of the time it is 
reactive, but we want to turn that to 

80-90% preventative.

“

”

Using technology to improve the 
customer experience became a 
much bigger opportunity than 

anyone thought, it opened my mind 
to the importance of good 

communications with the customers. 
We use it to inform customers of 
problems and fixes, also billing. 
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Utilities recognize they need to change to a more digital culture and 
improve procurement to increase adoption

Source: Amane Digital survey with n=81 utilities

In-depth interviews with n=21 utilities

Stronger digital culture in our organization

Training to develop staff skills

More money in the budget

Faster, simpler procurement process

“

”

Every morning the 
staff has a stand up 
meeting to discuss 
the activities of the 
day and bring up 

innovation

TOP CHANGES AT UTILITIES TO ACCELERATE 
ADOPTION  OF DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

59%

52%

52%

47%

Stronger digital culture in our organization

Faster, simpler procurement process

More money in the budget

Training to develop staff skills

% among top 3

How to develop a Digital culture?
• Staff participation from board 

room and through out
• Award & encourage innovation 

and allow for failures
• Training  for all staff
• Cross department collaboration 

with daily/weekly updates

How to Accelerate Procurement 
Process?

• Share pilot results to reduce the 
number of pilots before approval

• Improve business cases for faster 
approval

• Improve KPI collection to help 
calculate ROI after implementation

“ ”
Digital is not about the technology. It is about the 

people, process, and leadership. 
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The real key to successful digital transformation is a good digital strategy

1980 - 2000s Future
SCADA GIS Mobile

Successful adoption 
of digital thanks to 
clear strategy and 

prioritization of 
technology 
investments

Sub-optimal result 
due to investment in 

point solutions 
without clear vision 

resulting in data 
silos

Metering data

Leak Detection solution

…

1) Define 5-10 year 
vision

2) Prioritize 
purchases to 
achieve strategy

1

2

Range of solutions in hardware, 
communications and analytics 

Data 
platform

Communication 
network

Data 
analytics

Source: In-depth interviews with n=21 utilities

Today

I know the business very well, I understand 
technology, so I have an intuitive feel for the 

business. It is important you get strong 
cultural and operational alignment. And if you 

get that in place, you need to get systems 
and processes to support your aspirations.

“

”

A good digital strategy is based on establishing a 5-10 year 
vision and plan the architecture buildout to support the vision
Establishing new business processes to support digital, 
developing a digital culture and having expert knowledge of 
the water business are important components to successful 
digital transformation
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The customer is center for utilities, and digital is seen as a tool to 
strengthen service reliability and substantially improve their customers’ 
experience

The rate of digital adoption is dependent on establishing a clear vision of the 
goals and outcomes, designing and implementing a digital strategic plan 
and and an execution plan that comprise transformative process engineering 
and change management

Utilities measuring ROI for digital solutions often find higher values when 
they have disciplined processes that measure and collect KPIs––that can 
then be tracked back to the business case and ROI of each solution. The data 
from one digital solution can have multiple impacts when reused within other 
solutions. 

Other key headlines from our proprietary research from over 100 
leaders
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We heard that utilities want to collaborate with each other, and as a 
result we are bringing together this group of 50 utilities. 

MOST HELPFUL SOLUTIONS ON UTILITIES’ DIGITAL JOURNEY

62

59

47

45

41

35

34

33

33

50

47

46

56

53

5

8

3

8

14

9

13

Somewhat helpfulVery helpful Not very helpful

Sharing of best practices and pilot 
results between utilities

Help identify solutions for better 
integration of various digital solutions 

at our utility

Access to an agile digital team to 
develop new solutions for our utility

Support to develop a digital road map 
and robust business cases

Comprehensive mapping of digital 
providers in an easy to use search 

tool

Detailed guidance on priority topics, 
e.g. procurement, cyber security etc

Ability to assess culture and ideas to 
help change our culture

%

Source: Amane Digital survey with n=81 

utilities

I’m interested if we have the right 50 
Utilities - and no vendors. ”“

Make it [the group] senior level 
only, so more strategic than 

technical. ”
“

Would be happy to participate in your 
phase two, if we can take it to real, 

tangible solutions and not just talking.
“

”

”
“ This group can come up with 

KPIs and pilot standards so 
that other utilities can use the 

results and not have to re-pilot.
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THE DIGITAL INITIATIVE
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Accelerate digital 
adoption

1. Digital 
Technology 

Mapping

2. Peer to Peer 
Learning

4. Insights 
from other 

Sectors

5. Digital 
Strategy & 
Roadmap 
Support

6.Transformation 
Guidance

6 core elements of our Digital Water Utilities Group 

Accelerate 
digital adoption 

with$200m 
impact

3. Accelerated 
piloting and 

adoption
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What makes Amane’s initiative different?

Holistic Focused on impactInsights from 
outside water

Takes a broad, integrated 
view rather than focusing 

on point solutions

Opportunity to be 
inspired by and learn 

from other sectors

Designed to have a 
measurable impact of $200m 
of benefit for your customers

Truly independentCEO level
Focused on strategic topics 

rather than detailed technical 
papers

Led by senior utility 
leaders for peer utilities, 
not paid for by vendors

Focused on digital 
transformation

Insights on the new and rapidly 
changing digital world including 

transformational business processes 
and change management
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Several water and wastewater utilities serving over 27 million people globally 
have already committed in principle: here are some of these global utilities 

Serving 1.6M 
customers in the 

UK

Serving 1.4M customers 
near San Francisco, USA

Serving 0.5M 
customers in 

the UK
Serving 9M customers in 

Philippines

Serving 1M customers 
around Las Vegas, USA

Serving 9M customers in the USA

Serving 1M customers in 
Israel

Serving 2.1M customers in the USA
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Designing tomorrow’s successes

FRANCE

17 rue 
Rodier
75009 Paris

UNITED KINGDOM 

Suite C, Kingsmead 
House
Oxpens Road
Oxford OX1 1XX

G2, Radclyffe 
House66-68 Hagley 
Road Edgbaston
Birmingham B16 
8PF

SINGAPORE

Waterhub
80 Toh Guan Road 
East
Singapore 608575

USA

4265 San 
Felipe
Suite 
62\0 Houston 
Texas 77027

contactus@amaneadvisors.com
www.amaneadvisors.com

BAHRAIN

PBC / BNH Building
2nd Floor 
PO Box 75826
Seef – Kingdom of 
Bahrain

CHINA

11/F, Carlton 
Building,   21 
Huanghe Road,  
Huangpu District, 
Shanghai 200001, PR 
China 

CONTACTS
GERMANY

Schlosshalde 7
88213 Ravensburg

Let’s work together

on the Digital Transformation of the Water Sector

contact us  at gigi@amaneadvisors.com


